Beam breakup instability in superconducting cavities is a serious problem. In this work, a four-cell LEP cavity installed in the KAERI linear accelerator is considered as an example. Dependence of the breakup instability threshold currents on the characteristics of a dipole mode was determined both analytically and numerically. An efficient technique to suppress breakup instability using rf beam focusing within a cavity is suggested. The technique involves applying TE-type monopole higher-order modes and is useful for multicell superconducting cavities with many trapped high-Q dipole modes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Experiments with electron beam current in a linear accelerator at KAERI were confronted with the beam breakup instability problem. This accelerator has a 2 MeV electron beam injector and two four-cell superconducting LEP cavities (see Fig. 1 ) operating at 352 MHz. Both the LEP cavities and the injector were installed with the help of BINP scientists [1] .
The beam current in the accelerator is incrementally increased by changing the repetition rate of bunches. At an average current of 4.5 mA, the beam becomes unstable and, in a short time, is lost. The breakup is caused by the interaction of the beam with one of the higher-order dipole modes in the cavity. The pickup coupling with the instability acting dipole mode is absent, so detection of this mode was impossible in experiments. It has been found that the threshold current of breakup instability is independent of repetition rate, bunch charge, initial small beam offsets, and slopes [2] . It is important to investigate why the beam current threshold does not depend on these parameters, and whether there is a similar instability for continuous beams.
This paper is organized in the following manner: Sec. II discusses the features of dipole higher-order modes (HOMs) of the LEP cavity calculated up to 2 GHz using CLANS2 code [3] ; Sec. III contains the theoretical derivation of the basic equations for beam-dipole-mode interaction and threshold current for breakup instability; Sec. IV discusses the threshold currents for some dipole HOMs, found and calculated using ASTRA code [4] ; and Sec. V analyzes rf focusing by a TE HOM to suppress breakup instability in superconducting LEP cavity, the parameters of a TE HOM and the behavior of the breakup instability threshold current versus the TE 021 mode are calculated and presented.
II. DIPOLE HIGHER-ORDER MODES OF THE LEP CAVITY
The dipole HOMs of the LEP cavity were calculated using CLANS2 code [3] . The LEP cavity dimensions at room temperature are given in Ref. [5] . All radial dimensions used to model the rf field were decreased by a factor 1.005 to account for the thermal contraction from room temperature to cryogenic temperatures. The longitudinal dimensions were not changed since the cavity length determines the fundamental mode frequency. In this case, all calculated HOM frequencies are 0.5% to 1% higher than those measured at room temperature without vacuum in the cavity [6] .
In CLANS2 calculations, absorbing loads were installed in the beam pipe to model complete damping of propagating dipole modes and to create trapped modes in the cavity (see Fig. 1 ). The loads are a lossy material with complex and " that match the beam pipes.
The dipole HOMs of an azimuthally symmetric cavity have only transverse electromagnetic fields on axis. The longitudinal fields grow linearly (to first approximation) with the distance from the axis. According to the definition, TE/TM modes do not have concurrent longitudinal electric and magnetic field components like this in a simple pillbox Fig. 1 by the TE 111 mode. Near the axis, the dipole field is called ''hybrid'' and is shown in Fig. 2 . Figure 3 shows the field distribution of this dipole mode near the LEP cavity axis. All calculated dipole modes have both longitudinal electric and magnetic fields (E z and B z ) far from axis.
Although the TE/TM classification is exactly described only for the field patterns of an ideal pillbox cavity, a TE/ TM pillboxlike classification is useful for analyzing real cavities. We will classify these modes as pillboxlike magnetic (TM) and electric (TE) dipole modes according to [6] [7] [8] .
Let us assume that the dipole mode electric field direction is vertical (see Fig. 2 ). Then the magnetic field will be directed horizontally along the x axis and the rf field will deflect particles vertically. The longitudinal fields are also shown in Fig. 2 . To first order approximation, the magnetic field B z increases linearly with the distance from the x axis and the electric field E z is increases linearly in the y direction:
r; tÞ ¼ B z ðx; z; tÞ % x @B z ðzÞ @x sinð!t þ 'Þ; E z ð " r; tÞ ¼ E z ðy; z; tÞ % y @E z ðzÞ @y cosð!t þ 'Þ: Among the calculated modes, the 16 largest external quality factors (Q ex ) are retained and presented in Table I . While the dipole modes with frequencies over 880 MHz can propagate in a 200 mm beam pipe, the modes listed in Table I are trapped due to very weak coupling with the beam pipe, which also explains their relatively high Q ex .
As shown by calculations of the Forschungs Zentrum Dresden (FZD) superconducting radio frequency (SRF) gun [9] , the uncoupling of trapped dipole modes, as well as a monopole mode [10] , from the beam pipe changes sometimes strongly in a resonant manner when the cavity is deformed (compressed or elongated) along the axis. When the coupling coefficient becomes zero, the dipole mode Q ex reaches its maximum value determined only by losses in the superconducting cavity walls. Therefore, the experimental Q ex of trapped modes can differ substantially from the calculated values during cavity operation, and reaching the maximum Q ex is quite probable.
Calculation results presented in Table I indicate that there are several HOMs, which are not measured experimentally [6] , namely, at 446, 453, 501, and 520 MHz. Most likely, these modes are coupled neither to the rf power input coupler nor to the pickup couplers. Otherwise, they would be measured. If this is indeed the case, these modes can have very high Q of the order of their intrinsic Q 0 $ 10 8 -10 9 . These dipole modes are primary candidates for causing the breakup instability and beam lost in the KAERI accelerator because, in the experiments, no excited dipole mode was detected [2] .
III. EXCITATION OF DIPOLE MODES BY BEAM
Let us assume the beam is initially not displaced at the cavity axis. Excitation of dipole modes by the beam is only possible if the beam is causally (or by dipole mode acting) offset up or down with respect to the axis where the beam transfers its energy to the dipole field by the interaction with longitudinal electric fields. This excitation is proportional to the beam offset (to first order). A weakly relativistic beam is rather easily deflected by the transverse magnetic field of a dipole mode. Therefore, a weakly relativistic beam interacts strongly with dipole modes [11] . Since the resulting offset increases proportionally with mode intensity, the excitation of this mode is proportional to the square of the mode intensity. Instability of dipole mode excitation occurs when the beam excitation power, which is proportional to the beam current, exceeds the power loss of the modes dissipated in the cavity walls; then, such modes can lead to an amplifying action [12] . This problem is especially dramatic in superconducting cavities where there is little power loss.
If the harmonic repetition rate coincides exactly with the resonant frequency of the dipole mode, all bunches arrive at the cavity with the same oscillation (input) phase of the dipole mode. Since only that beam is the excitation source of this mode, the input phase of the oscillation will just be that beam energy loss is maximal. Both dipole HOM and monopole HOM excitations are qualified to this condition. The peculiarity of a dipole excitation is its heavy interconnection with the particle trajectory.
An equivalent scheme, consisting of a parallel resonant circuit driven by a pulsed current source representing the beam bunches, is used to model HOM excitation [7] . The rf voltage (U) across the circuit is equivalent to the energy gain or loss of particles (ÁW ¼ eU), which is measured in terms of electron volts (eV). For our analyses we use the following properties of the resonant circuits:
Here, Q is the loaded quality factor of a dipole mode; ! is the angular resonant frequency; is the decay time constant; P is the power loss of a dipole mode with stored electromagnetic energy J.
We obtain the energy gain (U) in the dipole mode field by integrating the electric rf field along the particle trajectory inside the cavity
where E z is the dipole mode electric field given by Eq. (1), y 0 ¼ dy=dt. This integrand is normalized by the maximum amplitude of transverse magnetic field on axis (B max ); the integral value depends only on the field configuration along the particle trajectory and the input phase '. À23:6 þ 180 ¼ 156:6 have the maximum deflection amplitude at the cavity output, but in opposite directions. All pairs of particles with input phases ' and ' þ 180 have the same output energies and equal, but opposite, trajectories.
We find the transverse coordinate y ¼ yðz; tÞ by solving the differential equation for transverse particle motion [13] :
For simplicity we assume, ¼ const, ¼ const. Normalizing by B max , we get
where the expression in square brackets is dimensionless. Let the solution of Eq. (5) be the equation
If we replace y in Eq. (5) by Eq. (6), we obtain a complex differential equation for the dimensionless function _ Y ¼ Y 1 ðzÞ þ jY 2 ðzÞ, which depends on dipole field configuration:
where
where the dimensionless constant I 1 , which depends on dipole field configuration, is given as follows:
From numerical calculations it follows that the particlefield energy exchanging behavior is similar to Eq. (8) even if Þ const, and furthermore: (i) U depends on twice the input phase ' such that replacing the input phase with the opposite phase (' ! ' þ 180 ) does not change anything in the particle-field energy exchange. This is clear since, at these phases, the trajectories are equal and opposite. This means that the resonant excitation of dipole oscillations can be provided by bunches with a repetition frequency twice as high the resonant frequency of the dipole mode. Figure 5 shows a typical particle energy exchange with one dipole mode as a function of the input phase. (ii) In the input phase ranges from 0 to 360 , the particle energy has two minima and two maxima. Extreme energy variations are proportional to B max 2 and differ from each other in magnitude:
2m! 2 ðI 1 À jI 2 jÞ;
2m! 2 ðI 1 þ jI 2 jÞ:
(10) Table II shows these values for the dipole modes calculated up to 2 GHz. (iii) As mentioned above, for resonant excitation, the dipole mode phase is the phase when the particle loses maximum energy
. One of the two equivalent phases is randomly selected.
Let us now analyze data from Table II for cases when bunches are not resonant with dipole HOMs (the resonant frequency is not a multiple of the bunch repetition rate). In such a case, the input phase differs from bunch to bunch by Á' ¼ 2!=n. Here, we assumed that the dipole mode oscillation frequency excited by each bunch is exactly equal to the resonance frequency of the cavity dipole mode. In Ref. [10] , the formula was derived for a vector sum voltage excited by such bunches. It has been shown that the voltage has resonant dependence (with a Q factor) on the bunch repetition rate harmonics (n). For the high Q factors of a superconducting cavity, the probability of the repetition rate harmonic to be within the small resonance band of a dipole mode is negligible. If by chance the repetition rate harmonic gets into the band of the dipole mode resonance, the problem can be overcome by using another repetition frequency, e.g., ðn AE 1Þ. Thus, in reality, the energy lost by the beam to the superconducting 
i.e., one must set
There are modes that can never be excited (U ex > 0). The other modes can be excited. The necessary instability condition is U ex < 0, when particles transfer a part of their energy to the dipole mode. This corresponds to the case shown in Fig. 5 , where the average exchanged energy is negative.
A continuous beam can excite these ''negative'' dipole modes. This follows from the principle of superposition. The continuous beam can be represented by a continuous succession of short bunches; each of which independently excites the dipole mode. The energy given by such a beam is calculated as a sum of the individual bunch's energies. An ordinary whistle by continuous airflow is an example of such oscillations [2] .
IV. BREAKUP INSTABILITY THRESHOLD CURRENT
As was mentioned above, in order to satisfy the instability condition, the power loss in the cavity walls (P ¼ !J=Q) should be less than or equal to the power transferred by the beam (P ex ): P ex ¼ U ex Á 2I 0 =2, where 2I 0 is the amplitude of the first harmonic of the pulsed beam current with an average current I 0 . Thus, the necessary and sufficient conditions for the breakup instability caused by a dipole mode are
The instability threshold current I thr is obtained from Eq. (12) 
The averaging (I 2 ¼ 0) is taken into account in Eq. (13) . The instability threshold currents calculated for each dipole mode (I thr Q and I thr ) are presented in Table II . We used the characteristics of the dipole modes (J=B 2 max ), Q factors, and excitation voltages (U ex ) given both by calculations and experiments of [6] from Tables I and II. Although the threshold current equation (13) is proportional to ! 3 , the frequency increasing of a fundamental mode by scaling of cavity sizes to increase all dipole mode frequencies is not perspective. This is due to the proportionality of the mode field energy (J=B max 2 ) to the cavity volume, which is inversely proportional to the cube of the fundamental mode frequency.
Let us now study the role of the initial beam trajectory offset (Y o ¼ yj z¼0 ) and slope (Y 
It can be shown that Y 1 ðzÞ and Y 2 ðzÞ are solutions of Eq. (7). If we replace y by Eq. (14) in Eq. (3), we obtain
In nonresonant cases, integration of Eq. (15) in the range of ' ¼ 0 À 2 gives the same U ex as Eq. (11). Therefore, the threshold current of beam breakup instability does not depend on the initial beam trajectory offset and slope (within limits of dipole field linear approximation near the axis). This fact is clearly proven by numerical calculations and explains the threshold current independence from beam trajectory offsets and slopes found experimentally [2] . To conclude this section, let us summarize. There are two classes of dipole modes: (i) First class: modes which are always stable and have U ex > 0. These modes can be ignored in accelerator operation since they rarely affect beam stability. (ii) Second class: modes having U ex < 0. These dipole modes are primary candidates for causing breakup instability at low average beam current.
From Eq. (13) it follows that the threshold current increases as the cube of the dipole mode frequency. This is proven by the numerical calculations (see Table II ). Therefore, all dipole modes with high resonance frequencies can also be discounted in the accelerator operation. These higher frequency dipole modes are mostly trapped for the case of LEP cavity considered, as shown in Table I .
The most dangerous dipolar modes are those at 453 and 520 MHz. If the loaded Q factors of these modes are on the order of 10 8 , the corresponding threshold currents are just a few milliamperes, which explains the values found experimentally [2] . These modes are not trapped and, therefore, it is possible to decrease their Q factors. To improve coupling of these modes to the beam pipe loads, fluted beam pipes, as in Ref. [14] , can be used. A different method of increasing the threshold beam current is proposed in the next section. It is especially effective for the case of high-Q trapped modes in multicell superconducting cavities.
V. SUPPRESSION OF BREAKUP INSTABILITY BY RF FOCUSING
Using transversal beam focusing inside the cavity decreases displacement of a particle from the cavity axis. Then, the interaction of the particle with the longitudinal field of the dipole mode becomes weaker as the field is smaller near the axis. Thus, the focusing should increase the threshold current of breakup instability. This method was first described in Ref. [12] . Since the solenoid field cannot be used in superconducting cavities, we propose to use rf focusing by higher-order magnetic modes of TE onm type. We will refer to these modes as ''TE modes'' below.
TE modes have longitudinal magnetic rf field on the cavity axis. The rf electric field has an azimuthal direction around the axis. In superconducting cavities, the maximum rf magnetic field on axis can reach 0.3 T. In this case, the magnetic field at the cavity walls does not exceed the critical value of superconductivity break down (0.2 T). The use of rf focusing by higher-order TE magnetic modes in superconducting cavities of rf guns was studied in Refs. [15, 16] . Particular analysis and applications of rf focusing are considered in [17] .
The rf focusing force dependence on field intensity and particle energy is the same as that for solenoids $ðB TE =Þ 2 . The only difference is that the rf lens has a small variable component of the focusing force with the double the frequency (2! TE ), whose amplitude decreases exponentially with TE-mode frequency [15, 17] . If we take a TE mode with sufficiently high frequency, this variable part of the focusing force may be neglected.
In the LEP cavity, there are 40 TE-type HOMs below the cutoff frequency of the cylindrical beam pipe (1820 MHz), (see Table III ). In principle, any TE mode can be used. We have selected the 1013.9 MHz TE 021 0-type mode. For this mode, the ratio of the peak magnetic field at the surface (B peak ) to the maximum field on axis (B TE ) is relatively small: B peak =B TE ¼ 0:46. Figure 6 shows the magnetic rf field pattern of this TE mode in the cavity.
To study the effect of focusing by 1013.9 MHz TE mode on the energy exchange between particles and dipole modes, the dynamics of bunches in the LEP cavity were modeled numerically. The maximum axial magnetic field of TE mode was varied in the range of B TE ¼ 0-0:3 T. Calculations were performed for four input phases (0 , 45 , 90 , 135 ). Then, U ex were calculated by integrating Eq. (3) along the trajectories calculated by ASTRA. Upon averaging U ex over these four phases for each dipole mode, the threshold currents of the beam breakup instability were calculated using Eq. (13), which takes into account the influence of the TE-mode focusing and acceleration by TM 010 mode (E ¼ 2 MeV ! 6:35 MeV). Figure 7 shows trajectories of bunch in the cavity at various input phases of the 465 MHz dipole mode for the maximum magnetic field of 0.1 T for the 1013 MHz TE mode on axis. The deviation of the bunches with respect to the axis is substantially smaller than for the case without focusing by the TE mode (B TE ¼ 0).
Phase dependence of the energy exchange between particles and the dipole mode field follows twice the frequency, as that is the case without magnetic focusing mode (see Fig. 5 ). In addition to numerical calculation, this fact can be derived analytically. In order to take into account the influence of the focusing force of the magnetic mode, it is sufficient to add to Eq. (4) the term of TE focusing mode force [17] in the form of À½eB TE ðzÞ=2m 2 y, where only the constant component is taken into account. New differential equation for trajectories Y 1 ðzÞ and Y 2 ðzÞ will differ from the previous equation (13) only by a larger coefficient at YðzÞ or by larger ''betatron'' frequency:
here B TE ¼ B TE ðzÞ is the distribution of the TE-mode field along the axis. Therefore Eqs. (8) and (9) for the dipole mode energy exchange with particles do not change. Numerical calculations (Fig. 8) show that the energy transferred by particles to the field of dipole mode U ex ¼ ðU min þ U max Þ=2 mainly decreases with increasing focusing strength of the TE mode. For the 1013 MHz TE 021 mode with the maximum field on axis greater than 0.133 T, the 465 MHz dipole mode could not be instable since particles do not lose energy (U ex > 0) to this dipole mode. Modes at 453 and 520 cease to be instable at focusing mode fields greater than 0.22 and 0.285 T, re- spectively. The threshold current (I thr Q) for the instabilities of the three aforementioned dipole modes increases with the strength of rf focusing as the beam becomes stable as shown in Fig. 9 . This result demonstrates that the use of TE-mode focusing very effectively suppresses instability due to all three considered dipole modes. Breakup instability due to other dipole modes is also well suppressed. Table IV shows results of calculations for all considered dipole modes of the LEP cavity.
Unfortunately, the maximum surface magnetic field achievable in the LEP cavities is too low to use TE-mode focusing because of the properties of niobium sputtered on a copper substrate, which the cavities are made from. For the fundamental mode at operating gradients (field on axis E max ¼ 5 MV=m), the maximum field on the surface is B peak $ 0:01 T. The magnetic field required to suppress the beam breakup instability by focusing with TE 021 mode is B peak > 0:05 T (B TE > 0:1 T), which is too high relative to the fundamental mode. Therefore, some other technique will have to be used.
It would be very interesting to study how TE modes affect the beam parameters (emittance, transversal size of bunches, etc.) in order to select the most efficient TE mode, etc., despite the fact that it is known that rf focusing improves the beam characteristics [16, 17] . However, this will be the object of another article.
In multicell superconducting cavities, the number of HOMs, including trapped ones, grows proportionally with the cell number. As was mentioned above, trapped dipole modes can have very high Q factors emergent during the operation. Therefore, applying the rf focusing to suppress the breakup instability in nine-cell TESLA-like or in other multicell superconducting cavities is important to get high beam currents. To obtain a maximum focusing effect, TE modes of 0 or type must be applied with a flattop distribution in the cavity similar to the fundamental mode. Simulations predict that this is possible by making a special shape at the end cells. Such cavities must be disposed at the beginning of an accelerator, where the particle energy is relatively low.
This technique is especially important for rf guns based on multicell superconducting cavities like FZD [18] because its beam energy starts from zero at the photocathode. 
VI. CONCLUSION
There are two classes of dipole modes: those that never breakup the beam and those that always provoke the breakup instability even for a continuous beam at a current exceeding some threshold. The threshold current value grows proportionally with the cube of the dipole mode frequency and proportionally with the full particle energy. Threshold current values are independent of initial beam trajectory offsets and angles within reasonable limits.
The possibility of suppressing the breakup instability using rf focusing with the TE 021 mode is discussed. This technique is especially important for multicell superconducting cavities having many trapped dipole modes that can have very high Q factors. For example, in TESLA-like nine-cell cavities or in superconducting rf guns, like FZD [18] .
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